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Forecasting has much to contribute to strategic analysis. It is, however, a
difficult—and sometimes thankless—task. This chapter addresses the challenges of
policy-relevant prediction, and how they might best be addressed. In doing so it draws in
part on a major study of forecasting accuracy by Defence Research & Development
Canada (DRDC)—the largest unclassified study of its kind ever looking at actual
intelligence output.1 This reviewed scores of reports and more than two thousand specific
predictive judgments produced by the Intelligence Assessment Secretariat (IAS) of
Canada’s Privy Council (or cabinet) Office. The chapter also draws extensively upon the
broader literature on strategic analysis, intelligence, forecasting, early warning, cognition,
and organizational responsiveness.

Prediction and Strategic Analysis
Strategic forecasting—and hence the production of policy-relevant predictions2—
is a key function for much of the intelligence community, and an implicit or explicit
component of most strategic analysis. Policymakers want strategic warning, and hope
thereby to avoid surprises that adversely affect important national interests.3 They also
want some sense of the possible future strategic landscape, so as to inform the decisions
they make now and in the future. The identification of political, social, economic,
technological, and military trends is a key part of this. This is not to say that such
assessments are necessarily the basis for policy decisions, of course—that is, after all,
A version of this paper will appear as a chapter in Thomas Juneau and Jean-François Morel, eds. The
Pursuit of Relevance: Strategic Analysis in Support of International Policy-making (Lanham, MD:
Rowman and Littlefield, forthcoming 2016). The author can be contacted at rex.brynen@mcgill.ca.
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rightly the purview of policy-makers and political leaders, not of analysts. Rather,
predictive assessments should be seen as one of many inputs into the policy-making
process, and an intrinsically uncertain but potentially very useful one at that.
When the analytic community fails to anticipate major developments, this often
spurs debate about “intelligence failure,” what went wrong, and how it might be put right.
The Cuban Missile Crisis, the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, the Iranian Revolution, the 9/11
attacks have all been paradigmatic cases within the modern literature on intelligence.4
More recent still, the “Arab Spring” and subsequent instability across the Middle East
have raised question about whether academics and strategic analysts alike
underestimated, and hence under-predicted, the volatility of the region.5 Indeed, one
review of Canadian intelligence assessments admitted “the wave of protests and regime
changes that swept the Middle East in 2011 had not been anticipated.” It added that there
was no reason to believe that the US, UK, or others had done any better either.6
At the same time, there can be a peculiar resistance among strategic analysts to
admitting that prediction is a central part of what they do.7 While some analytical units
may consider the identification of trends and possible future developments as a central
component of the products they produce, others may be content with largely describing
the present while dropping vague and heavily-caveated hints to what the future
implications of all this might be.
Part of the reluctance to admit and embrace the challenge of prediction is an
understandable concern that the term itself overstates the degree of foresight and
precision that is possible. Reluctance almost certainly arises too from a fear at being
proven wrong by events, and being held (fairly or unfairly) held responsible for things
that were not anticipated, or predicted developments that failed to occur. Policy-makers,
after all, are particularly inclined to remember inaccurate predictions or false alarms,
even more so than those assessments that proved to be prescient. While being wrong
sometimes is inevitable, the bureaucratic costs of inaccurate judgment can be high.
Consequently, a host of other, fuzzier terms are sometimes used to obfuscate the
inherent predictive character of future-oriented judgments: horizon scanning, trend
analysis, futures exercises, course of action analysis, campaign planning, and so forth all
sound rather less definitive than “prediction” or “forecasting,” helping thereby to deflect
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blame for when things go wrong. Yet even the use of scenarios in strategic planning,
which advocates are sometimes quick to assert is not predictive—is usually inherently
predictive, in that it builds upon some assessment of what is possible, plausible, or likely
in the future.8 Similar, many assessments of capabilities—for example, the acquisition of
a new weapon system or the deployment of military forces—often contain substantial
inherent future-oriented judgment about how such a capability might be employed, and
the way in which doctrine, training, command and control, and other factors might shape
its future effectiveness.
Countries with major global responsibilities (say the United States) or which
might face sudden serious threats (for example, Israel) tend to place greater explicit
emphasis on processes and products that offer explicit forecasting and strategic warning.
Other countries, less vulnerable to strategic surprise and where decision-makers likely
face less urgency to act or react, may devote comparatively fewer resources to the task.
Bureaucratically, analysts may find it safer to refrain from making forwardlooking judgments, and instead provide semi-processed intelligence from which clients
can draw their own conclusions. Clients may like this too, especially when the
information provided is highly classified. However, the failure to offer some sense of
what such data means is an abdication of analytic responsibility. It also means that the
preconceived views of clients are even less likely to be challenged—an invitation to the
sort of uncritical thinking and confirmation bias that is (as will be shown below)
particular associated with poor predictive judgment.

Overcoming the Obstacles to Policy-Relevant Prediction
As has already been noted, the challenges to effective forecasting are many.9
Herein they have been grouped into four broad, and sometimes overlapping, categories:
data availability, issue complexity, analytic process, and institutional constraints. The
first two of these largely relate in large part to the epistemological challenge of whether
we can, indeed, predict the future.10 The latter two generally address how, if prediction is
possible and desired, we might do it better.
Data
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Data is the prerequisite of all prediction: without it, it is impossible to assess
trends or identify future possibilities. Key information may be missing or imperfect,
however, especially when dealing with intelligence collection targets that are difficult to
access or seek to deny and deceive. Deception, moreover, is not limited to rival
governments, economic competitors, and hostile sub-state actors. In violent or repressive
settings, even members of society at large may conceal their true views from others for
the purposes of self-protection. Such widespread preference falsification makes it even
more difficult for both locals and outsiders to gauge the political situation.11
Some of these deficiencies may be recognized. Others—the “unknown
unknowns,” where analysts are not aware that they lack key information to begin with—
present an even greater problem.
Addressing these sorts of challenges is, to some degree, one of developing
appropriate collection priorities and techniques. This is especially true of military secrets
in the classic sense: the performance of a new weapons system, for example, or the
location of military assets. While the intelligence “great powers” (the US, Russia, China,
and to a significant extent countries like Britain, France, Germany, Israel, and India) are
able to collect substantial amounts of secret intelligence, many other countries are rather
more limited in the quantity and quality of strategic information they can directly obtain,
above and beyond that generated by open sources and regular diplomatic reporting. The
smaller “Five Eyes” partners—Canada, Australia, New Zealand—are in the unusual
position of having only limited national foreign secret intelligence collection capability
and only small analytical communities, but having access to vast amounts of raw and
processed intelligence by virtue of their intelligence partnership with the US and UK.
However, much of the key information necessary for strategic forecasting is not
secret at all, but can be found in open sources (OS): economic data, public reports on
political and social developments, media content, academic publications, and so forth.
Modern information technology makes more information of this type more available
faster than ever before.
Current conflicts and security challenges illustrate how extensive such open
source information can be, and the extent to which it increasingly provides data of a type
and quality that was once unobtainable, or obtainable only through classified sources and
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methods. In the case of the Syrian civil war, for example, more detailed information on
available on casualties than in any civil conflict in history. It was open source
investigators who did much of the work of identifying chemical weapons usage by Syrian
regime.12 Information on the identity and attitudes of thousands of violent extremists can
be accessed via their online presence. 13 Individuals, scholars, and non-governmental
organizations now routinely make use of overhead imagery and other IMINT tools that
were once the exclusive purview of governments.14
Indeed, the problem has often become one of more data than an analyst has the
time to read and contemplate: As Thomas Fingar, former Chair of the US National
Intelligence Council, has warned, “Many analysts feel overwhelmed because they attempt
to—and cannot—“read everything” that collectors push at them and they know is
available in unclassified …[t]he days when an analyst could, or could be expected to,
read everything are long gone.”15
Efforts to address the flood of strategically-relevant open source information
include aggregation and monitoring services (such as the US intelligence community’s
Open Source Center) as well quantitative visualization and analysis tool designed to help
extract trends and other items of significance from the “big data” that is now available. In
the area of technology forecasting and horizon scanning, quantitative tools that track
scientific publications, patents, and other indicators are increasingly used to identify
emerging technologies.16
Since 9/11 there has also been a recognition that strategic analysis needs to make
better use of both the information and insights possessed by those outside the intelligence
community, whether in other parts of government, among academics, or with other
subject matter specialists. Such outside experts not only represent a source of outside
analytical perspectives, but also often have large amounts of domain-specific knowledge.
However, effectively integrating OS material into strategic forecasting involves
far more than collecting the data and making it available. Potential users—especially
those in the national security and policy community who sometimes confuse the
classification level of a report with its veracity or utility—need to understand its
usefulness.17 Analysts also need both the time and skills to make use of it. Often they
have neither—whether due to inadequate training, limited resources and heavy workload,
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or poor management. Indeed, part of the reason why the CIA established a dedicated
Open Source Center was the view that effective monitoring and communication of OS
materials was a specialist function, not something that could be left to analysts and their
spare time. Bess Puvathingal and Donald Hantula, go a step further, and note that
attention also needs to be given to the psychology of information “foraging,” suggesting
that this provides insight into the conditions under which analysts are most likely to
gather and use such information productively.18
Complexity
Strategic political and security assessments often examine systems that are not so
much “complicated” as they are “complex,” dynamic, and adaptive—that is to say, more
like a natural ecosystem than like a mechanical device like an automobile. Complex
adaptive systems consist of dense networks of non-linear relationships and feedback
loops. They may be prone to homeostasis, whereby external shocks may be dampened by
the system. They may also be prone to cascading changes and failures, whereby small
changes in conditions create the conditions for subsequent dramatic transformations.
Nassim Nicholas Taleb has warned that “history does not crawl, it jumps”—that is, it is
characterized by sudden rapid changes. He warns that “black swans”—extremely rare
events of high impact, that only appear predictable in retrospect—have become
increasingly important in shaping the trajectory of societies in an increasingly
interconnected and globalized world. 19 Such events may even have disproportionate
effect precisely because they were not anticipated.
Consequently, some have questioned the ability of either scholars or government
analysts to ever predict certain types of systemic political and strategic change. Charles
Kurzman, for example, has argued that the Iranian revolution could not have been
anticipated because even most Iranians considered it “inconceivable” until it was
underway, and only at that point did they began to “think the unthinkable”.20 Merouan
Mekouar has similarly suggested that the revolts of the Arab Spring were spurred by an
informational cascade characterized by rapid changes in citizens’ perceptions of costs,
benefits, and opportunity.21 Highlighting the magnitude of the challenge, Philip Tetlock’s
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work on expert political prediction indicates that the ability of most political pundits to
predict real-world events is no better than that of straight-line predictions, simple
statistical algorithms, or even chimps predicting outcome by random chance.22
However, review of the accuracy of actual intelligence product provides
somewhat greater grounds for optimism. In the case of IAS assessments, some 94% of
analyst predictions were assessed to have been generally accurate. 23 In addition to
impressive discrimination scores (that is, correctly separating events that would occur
from those that would not), analysts did well in calibration too (assigning probability
terms to predicted events that matched their actual rate of occurrence).24 In contrast to
Tetlock’s findings, which suggested that formal qualifications and expertise had little
impact on predictive accuracy, analysis of IAS assessments also found that more
experienced analysts do somewhat better, that predictions that receive the most intense
analytical attention (key judgments) fare somewhat better, and that assessments
conducted as part of an interagency process did somewhat better too. In short, for all the
myriad challenges of policy-relevant prediction, it is possible to improve performance.
Moreover, even if one accepts that cascading changes can make it difficult to
determine the onset, scope, and consequences of certain types of events, strategic analysts
can and ought to pay more attention to identifying the sorts of environments that might
give rise to rapid systemic shifts. A useful analogy would be the sort of fire risk
indicators widely used in the meteorological and forestry sectors: because many of the
causal events that contribute to a major forest fire are exogenous (unpredictable careless
human activity) or difficult to predict (lightning strikes), analysts focus on contextual
conditions that contribute to rapid ignition and spread, and issues warnings on that
basis.25 In the same vein, a qualitative review of Canadian IAS assessments suggested
that “for some time to come there may be a particular need in Middle East assessment to
flag wildcards and low probability/high impact developments that could result in rapid
and substantial shifts in otherwise apparently stable political trajectories.” This, the
report, suggested, should not be confined merely to the “dogs that bark”—that is,
evidently unstable areas that were already the focus of collection and analytical efforts—
but also the “dogs that didn’t bark” too. In other words, to avoid surprise it is important
that one not become too distracted by current headlines and maintains some analytical
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attention to “underlying medium-and long-term trends in countries without ongoing
protests or civil violence.”26
Analysis
Information—even if it were to be fully accurate, complete, and accessible—does
not generate forecasts all by itself. Rather, it must be interpreted and analyzed. The
intellectual and cognitive barriers to doing so are substantial, especially when trying to
understand the sorts of complex political and social processes described above.
Two different sorts of challenges lurk here. The first concerns the adequacy and
predictive value of the models that analysts consciously bring to bear on an issue. All
sense-making and social prediction is essentially a functioning of modeling, whether
implicit or explicit, since it fundamentally rests upon assumptions regarding what drives
events and how these variables interact. Typically analysts pick up some of this from
prior education, a little from formal analyst training, and a lot from experience and
observation.
The degree to which they are acquainted with alternative models—for example,
through interaction with scholars and others working on similar issues—can vary
substantially. Although there has been marked improvement in interchange between the
analytical and academic communities post-9/11, it still remains uneven, constrained by
resources, available time, security classification, and organizational culture. Differences
in the sorts of problems they address, the context for analysis, and the urgency and timeframes involved constrain the influence of scholars on strategic analysis too.27 All too
often the strategic analysis community engages such expertise simply by holding
academic outreach sessions at a broad level of generality. Embedding visiting scholars
within the strategic assessment community is rare indeed, especially, outside the US. This
is partly because of the complications of security clearances, as well as the associated risk
that academics will inadvertently utilize classified information in their public lectures or
scholarly writings. It is also because it is simply not standard bureaucratic experience,
and there is rarely an existing procedure for making it happen.
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In my own personal experience, such interaction pays long-term dividends for
both the analytic community and the scholar involved. Scholars acquire a much more
nuanced sense of how information is acquired and used within the bureaucratic process,
and experience which tends to heighten the value of their advice and input. Analytical
units gain access to both domain knowledge and differing perspectives. The fact that
scholars have careers outside the bureaucracy may also mean that they are less
constrained by hierarchy, and can more safely and easily offer critical thinking that
challenges current wisdom.
The second challenge to better forecasting is perhaps even more serious than this.
It involves not the deliberate and thoughtful choice of analytical models, but rather the
many characteristics of human cognition that impair effective analysis. These problems
have been recognized within the intelligence community for decades. As Richards Heuer
noted in The Psychology of Intelligence Analysis, human beings tend to perceive what
they expect to perceive; form and adhere to implicit mental models that they are reluctant
to change; and remember—imperfectly at that—what they want to know.28 They often
handle imperfect information poorly, have difficulty linking cause and effect, and
“satisfice” by uncritically accepting the first explanation they encounter that appears to fit
the facts. They also rather poorly understand their own analytical process, such that “the
analyst is typically unaware not only of which variables should have the greatest
influence, but also which variables actually are having the greatest influence.”29
To a substantial extent, modern analytic tradecraft has been designed to acquaint
analysts with their perceptual biases, structure their analyses in such a way so as to clarify
their assumptions and encourage exploration of competing hypotheses, identify indicators
of change so as to minimize surprise, and generally promote more critical thinking.30 The
CIA’s own tradecraft primer generally groups these techniques into three categories:
“diagnostic techniques are primarily aimed at making analytic arguments, assumptions,
or intelligence gaps more transparent; contrarian techniques explicitly challenge current
thinking; and imaginative thinking techniques aim at developing new insights, different
perspectives and/or develop alternative outcomes.” 31 The continuing challenge with
many of these techniques—even in cases where analysts receive sufficient training with
them—is the amount of time and resources that they might take to utilize. In a busy
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assessment organization, time and money may be a luxuries in increasingly short supply.
Urgent analyses may be least likely to benefit from alternative analytical methods, while
lower-priority analytical tasks may be least likely to benefit from the investment of
material resources.
In recent years, growing work in cognitive psychology and decision science has
contributed further insight into how analysis—and hence forecasting—might be further
improved.32 Several key themes emerge from this, with implications not only for the
process of analysis, but also for analyst recruitment and training; writing and
communication of assessments; and organizational structure and process.33
Tetlock’s research on political prediction has highlighted the substantial effect
that cognitive style has on predictive accuracy. Specifically, those that he terms foxes
(“those who ‘know many little things,’ draw from an eclectic array of traditions, and
accept ambiguity and contradiction as inevitable”) fare much better than hedgehogs
(“those who know ‘one big thing,’ toil devotedly within one tradition, and reach for
formulaic solutions to ill-defined problems”). 34 Research by the subsequent Good
Judgment Project (supported by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity of
the US Office of the Director of National Intelligence) suggests that there is considerable
room for improving performance through training analysts in probabilistic reason and
recognizing cognitive bias.35 Analysts need to be good Bayesians too, updating their
assessments in response to new or updated information.36There is also evidence that
forcing analysts to change perspective—for example, by red teaming,37 or by role-playing
a conflict scenario (rather than simply reading about it)38—improves predictive accuracy.
Second, team judgments appear to outperform judgments by single analysts.
Several methods have been developed over the years to harness this effect, from Delphi
polls of subject matter experts through to prediction markets wherein participants
essentially bet on the outcome of specified events, thereby generating a price signal that
can be used as an indicator of collective predictive judgment. Prediction markets have
been shown to outperform individual predictors. However, simple team discussions may
be as, or more, effective when certain aggregation techniques are used,39 and when
groups are established and run in ways that are most likely to elicit a productive interplay
of ideas.40 This later point—that effective group dynamics involve more than simply
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assigning multiple people to a task—is something that some managers know intuitively,
but is rarely formally taught as a managerial skill.
Group forecasts are also improved by having greater diversity within the group.41
While the extent of formal professional qualifications is usually a poor indicator of
predictive accuracy, all expert judgment seems to improve with group discussion.42 Even
more impressive results can be obtained by selecting participants based on past
forecasting performance. Indeed, civilian “superforecasters” in the Good Judgment
Project

seem

to

even

out-predict

professional

intelligence

analysts.

43

Such

superforecasters tend to score higher on measures on fluid intelligence, are more likely to
update beliefs, have a greater appetite for challenge, energetically collect information,
and have superior domain knowledge (although not necessary superior formal
qualifications).44
Accountability and feedback mechanisms have been shown to improve the
performance of analysts. For the most part, however, the intelligence community “has not
systematically evaluated the accuracy of its estimates”45 and has resisted using numerical
indicators of estimated probability and other indicators and processes that would facilitate
such evaluation both within and across agencies.46
Communications
The manner in which early warning or other forecasting in communicated can
have substantial effect on the way it is received by policymakers, and hence on its
subsequent impact on policy. Care is needed in the communication of assessments so that
a reader will understand a statement to mean exactly what an analyst intends. Many
organizations thus provide explicit guidance on what words of estimative probability
such as “likely” or “very likely” are meant to convey. In the case of Canada’s IAS, some
divisions took this a step further and required analysts to include numerical probability
statements (“9/10”) alongside predictions in draft assessments. While these faced some
criticism for implying a false quantitative precision, in general they were found to have
helped clarify intent, facilitate discussion, and reduce some of the most common errors
involved in expressing future probability.47
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Analysts need to also take care to avoid what Sherman Kent called the “lurking
weasel”48—that is, the tendency to hedge bets by using ambiguous statements, uncertain
timeframes, or offering non-falsifiable predictions or other conclusions. Best practice in
the intelligence community has been to discourage this. In the academic and foreign
policy community, however, it is commonplace. A quick review of both scholarly
journals49 and diplomatic reporting (for example, US State Department cables published
by Wikileaks) 50 reveals that identification of trends is usually so hedged in vagueness or
qualifiers as to offer no unambiguous signal as to what the analyst means.
The physical format of assessments and briefings may also influence both
predictive accuracy and the communication of strategic assessments to policymakers. In
Canada, IAS shifted to shorter reports that could be more rapidly produced and which
were more easily digested by clients. However, fears were expressed that this format—
which some analysts derisively referred to as “tweeting’—could prove less effective in
providing strategic warning than longer and more substantive assessments.51 The frequent
use of PowerPoint in briefings for senior officials can have its problems too. Unless
prepared well, slides can limit or miscommunicate information. Information retention
may be adversely affected too. Indeed, the failure of a PowerPoint presentation to
effectively communicate key risks was identified as a contributing factor in the 1986
Challenger disaster.52
Christoph Meyer et al, writing about the onset and escalation of armed violence
within states, argue that the process of early warning is best understood through the lens
of persuasion. Specifically, they warn about “the tendency to concentrate only on the
scientific accuracy of forecasting, while neglecting communicative, cognitive, and
political dynamics that connect producers and consumers of warning.”53 While the notion
of strategic forecasting as “persuasion” resonates better in the atrocity-prevention (NGO
and academic) community than it does within intelligence institutions committed to some
degree of policy neutrality, their approach does highlight the complex interplay between
analysis, communication of that analysis, and the institutional and political context within
which warning (or other types of policy-relevant prediction) takes place. In a similar
vein, Fingar argues that analytical support to decision-makers is most useful if there is
ongoing dialogue between analysts and clients. He emphasizes, “Analysts can, should,
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and do regard reminding customers of long-term trends and strategic implications of
current decisions as an important part of their job, but they must do so within the
parameters of trust, temporal pressures, and the agendas of those they support. The
alternative is to be regarded as unhelpful or irrelevant.”54
As the Committee on Behavioral and Social Science Research to Improve
Intelligence Analysis for National Security has noted, several factors complicate this
dialogue. One of these impediments is differences in status, which make it difficult for
junior analysts to ask senior policymakers questions about what information they need
and why they need it. A second problem can be that of presumed “common knowledge,”
whereby analysts assume clients see the world in more similar ways than is actually the
case.55
The contemporary media environment adds a further complication. Policymakers
today have easier access to more competing information sources than ever before. On the
positive side, this makes them less vulnerable to bureaucratic capture due to dependence
on official information. On the other hand, it means that strategic analyses must compete
for attention with a welter of emails, websites, social media campaigns, and online (often
flawed or partisan) media of varying quality. It thus becomes increasingly important that
analysts not only communicate their best assessment of emerging trends and future
possibilities, but also proactively respond to some of the other less reliable analyses to
which clients may have been exposed.
Institutions
Whether attention is paid to forecasts depends not on their content (that is,
whether it is timely, relevant, and communicates new informational and analysis), but
also on that elusive creature known as “political will.” Will is a complex and nebulous
mix of how national interests are weighed and perceived, the nature of threats, domestic
political calculations, the available means and resources, and perceived prospects for
successful policy engagement. For the most part it lies outside the scope of this chapter.
However, institutions also affect the quality and impact of strategic forecasting in
other fundamental ways too. They can serve to empower analysts to forecast better.
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Conversely, they can encourage practices, organizational cultures, and sustain
institutional pathologies that weaken strategic assessment and its effects. In his important
work on the UN response to early warnings of potential genocide in Rwanda, for
example, Michael Barnett places considerable weight on these sorts of factors. 56
Institutional factors will determine who is charged with strategic forecasting, whom they
are expected to serve, and how that task is defined. In order to better serve primary clients
and so as to develop comparative advantage in key areas, different institutions may do
different things in different kinds of way. Institutional factors also shape the ways in
which individual analysts approach their task, whether through the impact of hiring,
training, human resources management, or the structure of the assessment production
process. Institutional factors will shape how information is filtered, prioritized, and
communicated.
Here, discussion will focus on four organizational pathologies which tend to
inhibit the effective production and dissemination of policy-relevant prediction:
politicization of intelligence assessment; stove-piping and the “not written here”
syndrome; the difficulties of organization learning; and the question of accountability.
Relatively little needs to be said about the problems that arise when analysts
reshape or self-censor their assessment to fit with the policy preferences of their political
masters—it has long been recognized as a problem. In the recent past the Bush and Blair
administration in the US and UK were accused of having done so in the run up to the Iraq
war, and in Canada the Harper government’s allergy to contradictory information may
have created something of a chilly climate for unbiased assessment on some issues
(climate change and Middle East politics come to mind) in some government agencies.
Yet, as Richard Betts has noted, however, some politicization is inevitable. Analytic
agencies thus need to show some political acumen if the want their analyses to be given
due consideration.57
While it is simple enough for analysts to complain about pressures from
politicians and policymakers, internal institutional distortions can be just as serious. The
“not written here” problem is one that arises from a combination of bureaucratic turf wars
and the propensity of analytical teams to value (even over-value) in-house production
over that produced by others. Agencies with implementation responsibilities are often
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especially reluctant to accept outside analysis that runs counter to current or proposed
policy. In the Canadian case, it is not unusual to hear officials at the Department of
Foreign Affairs, Trade, and Development (DFATD) downplay the value of trend
assessment by IAS, the Department of National Defence (DND), or the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service (CSIS)—although Canadian diplomatic reporting, like those
of many countries, is curiously short of unambiguous forecasting. Similarly, IAS, DND
and CSIS analysts have been known to be jealous of their respective turf when one
agency strays into predictive terrain that the other considers in its own backyard. For
similar reasons, scanning and foresight work by Policy Horizons Canada appears to have
relatively little impact on the national security community.58 In this case, difference in
work style and communicative language—including the latter’s rather more trendy and
edgy style—probably contributes to the gap. The US National Intelligence Council’s
Global Trends reports and the UK Ministry of Defence’s Strategic Trends assessments
seem to be slightly better received within their respective countries, perhaps because they
are produced within national security/foreign policy institutions.59
In the Canada, the small size of the analytic community means that some of
barriers to collaboration can be easily overcome through personal relationships. In the
US, however, the sheer size of the Department of Defense, State Department, and CIA
magnifies the problem of institutional stove-piping. This has been offset, however, by the
impact of 9/11 and evident need for closer collaboration generated by war-fighting in
Afghanistan, Iraq, and elsewhere. The 9/11 attacks in particular led to a series of reforms
of the US intelligence community intended to enhance communication and cooperation.
While it is doubtful that all of these organizational changes had the desired effect, there
can be little doubt that war provides a powerful impetus for learning.
Not all learning is necessarily positive, however. The failure to detect some Iraqi
WMD (weapons of mass destruction) programmes in the early 1990s contributed to
inflated assessment of Baghdad’s capabilities in the run-up to the 2003 war.60 In turn, the
embarrassing failure to find any active Iraqi WMD program then led the CIA to “learn”
to to be more cautious again, for in its assessment of Iran’s nuclear programme.
Particularly

problematic

for

positive

learning

by

strategic

assessment

organizations is the absence of clear accountability mechanisms and metrics. The
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political process often holds the intelligence community to unreasonable expectations,
conveniently uses it as a scapegoat, or wields it as a tool in political and policy fights.
Within agencies, there is little retrospective review of past assessments and usually no
way of systematically tracking the accuracy or utility of forecast.61 Perhaps indicative of
this problem, when DRDC issued an unclassified qualitative report on IAS predictive
accuracy, senior officials—possibly embarrassed by criticism or suggestions for
change—quickly had the report withdrawn from public circulation.62

Final Thoughts
This chapter has briefly surveyed the challenges presented by policy-relevant
prediction. It has argued that the evidence both from assessment agencies (such as IAS)
and from growing scholarship on cognition and forecasting indicates that there are a
number of ways in which performance can be improved.
If forecasting is to be improved, however, the very first step is to identify and
acknowledge shortcomings when and where they exist. Doing so will require metrics
whereby performance can be measured. It also requires accountability mechanisms that
recognize and reward success on the one hand, and diagnose and address deficiencies on
the other. To date, these still remain conspicuous by their absence in many organizations
entrusted with strategic analysis.
Enhancing forecasting capabilities also requires understanding and applying the
insights of recent research on the topic. Within analytical agencies, a surprising number
of mid- and senior-level management personnel have only limited exposure to this. There
is also a tendency to emphasize the “art” of assessment over the “science.” While there is
indeed much art to the process, it is foolish to not fully engage the latter too in an effort to
improve strategic forecasting. Similarly, analyst training needs to be informed by the
latest evidence as to how more accurate prediction can best be fostered.
Finally, many of the most serious challenges are institutional ones. Does the
format of analytical products, the assessment process, management style and institutional
culture within an analytic unit provide an optimum setting for effective forecasting? How
can client preferences and analytical rigor best be balanced when the two pull in
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somewhat different directions? Does the institution even recognize that prediction is part
of what it does? These questions need to be explicitly addressed, and not simply settled
by bureaucratic inertia or the path of least resistance. Here, managers have a key role to
play in thinking through the challenge of fostering appropriate incentives, structures, and
behaviors.
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